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NEW QUESTION: 1
An administrator wants to ensure that any virtual machine added
to a certain port group always has sufficient network
resources. Network I/O Control version 3 has been enabled on
the Distributed Switch.
Which three steps will achieve this objective? (Choose three.)
A. Reserve bandwidth for virtual machine system traffic on the
Distributed Switch.
B. Edit the virtual machine's Resource settings and set a
reservation for virtual machine system traffic.
C. Add the Network Resource Pool on the Distributed Switch Port
Group.
D. Reserve bandwidth for virtual machine system traffic on the
Distributed Switch Port Group.
E. Create a Network Resource Pool on the Distributed Switch and
set a reservation quota.
Answer: A,C,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
A company has been purchased by another agency and the new
security architect has identified new security goals for the
organization. The current location has video surveillance
throughout the building and entryways. The following
requirements must be met:
1. Ability to log entry of all employees in and out of specific
areas
2. Access control into and out of all sensitive areas
3. Two-factor authentication
Which of the following would MOST likely be implemented to meet
the above requirements and provide a secure solution? (Select
TWO).
A. Motion detection sensors
B. Proximity readers
C. Biometric readers
D. Mantrap
E. Visitor logs
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
What are the different placements you can select in a campaign?
Select all that apply.
Choose ALL answers that apply.
A. Facebook Video Feeds
B. Instagram Feed
C. Facebook Messenger Sponsored Messages
D. Audience Network Rewarded Videos
Answer: A,B,C,D
Explanation:
Explanation
Below are all of the placement platforms and options you
currently have on Facebook:
You should learn all placement options as a lot of questions
will ask you supporting placements for each platform.
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